COSY-11: an experimental facility for studying meson production in free and quasi-free nucleon-nucleon collisions.
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Abstract. The COSY-11 experimental setup is an internal facility installed at the COoler SYnchrotron COSY in Jülich. It allows to investigate meson production in free and quasi-free nucleon-nucleon collisions, eg. $pp \rightarrow pp$meson and $pd \rightarrow pspmom$ reactions. Drift chambers and scintillators permit to measure outgoing protons, separated in magnetic field of COSY-11 dipole. Neutrons are registered in the neutron modular detector installed downstream the beam. Recently, the experimental setup has been extended with spectator detector, deuteron drift chamber and polarization monitoring system, and since then meson production can be investigated also as a function of spin and isospin of colliding nucleons.

COSY-11 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The COSY-11 [1, 2, 3] is an internal facility at the COoler SYnchrotron COSY [4, 5] in Jülich, Germany. The recently extended experimental setup is presented in figure 1. It permits to investigate meson and hyperon production in proton-proton and proton-deuteron reactions close to the kinematical threshold. A very high experimental precision achieved for the four-momenta determination allows to study the excitation function for the hyperons [6, 7] and mesons [8] creation down to the fraction of 1 MeV above the threshold. In general the reactions are studied by the determination of the four-momentum vectors of colliding and outgoing nucleons (in case of the $pp \rightarrow pYK^+$ also four momentum vector of the $K^+$ meson is determined). In front of a normal C-type COSY bending magnet, there is installed a cluster target. Both, hydrogen or deuteron targets [9, 10] can be used.

Due to smaller momenta of positively charged reaction products, they are separated from
FIGURE 1. Schematic view of COSY-11 detection setup [1]. D1, D2, D3 and D4 denote the drift chambers; S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S_start and V the scintillation detectors; N the neutron detector and Si_mon, Si_spec and Si_dip silicon strip detectors to detect elastically scattered, spectator protons and negatively charged particles, respectively.

The circulating beam in the magnetic field of the COSY magnet and diverted towards the detection setup. Passing through a specially developed large exit foil of a vacuum chamber, which is mounted inside the dipole gap, the ejectiles reach the detection system operated in normal atmosphere [1].

Negatively charged particles, with their tracks being bent towards the inside of the dipole gap, are detected by an array of silicon detectors (Si_dip) and an additional scintillation counter (S5), both mounted inside the gap [1].

Neutral reaction ejectiles are detected with the modular neutral particles detector (N) installed downstream the beam [11].

The detection setup has been extended with spectator detector (Si_spec) [12] and beam polarization monitoring system [13, 14]. Therefore at present, the meson production can be investigated also as a function of spin [15] and isospin [16] of colliding nucleons. The newly installed deuteron drift chamber (D4) [17] permits to study also meson production in pd \rightarrow pdX reactions. The spectator detector is installed inside the vacuum chamber as it is shown in the figure 1. Part of the COSY-11 detection setup used for the registration of elastically scattered protons in the proton-proton free and quasi-free collisions, is shown in figure 1. Trajectories of protons scattered in the forward direction are measured by means of two drift chambers [3] and a scintillation hodoscope (S1), whereas the recoil protons are registered in coincidence with forward ones using a silicon pad detector arrangement (Si_mon) and scintillation detector (S4) [2].
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Identification of registered particles proceeds including various methods. Positively charged ejectiles are identified by independent measurements of their momentum and velocity. For neutrons and gamma quanta velocity vector is obtained. Spectator protons are identified by measurements of their kinetic energy and momentum direction.

For the $pp \rightarrow ppX$ reaction, the collision of protons results in the production of meson. Two ejected protons have smaller momenta and they are separated in the dipole magnetic field from the circulating beam. For this type of reactions, the hardware trigger [18], based on signals from scintillation detectors, was adjusted to register all events with at least two positively charged particles. Tracking back trajectories from drift chambers [3] through the dipole magnetic field to the target point allowed for the determination of the particles momenta. Having momentum and velocity, the latter measured using scintillation detectors, it is possible to identify the mass of the particle [19]. As an example, figure 2 shows the squared mass of two simultaneously detected particles for $pp \rightarrow A^+B^+X$ reaction (left panel) and $dp \rightarrow A^+B^+X$ reaction (right panel). Measured reactions can be grouped according to the type of ejectiles. The reaction with two protons, proton and pion, proton and deuteron, pion and deuteron and two pions can be very clearly separated.
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**FIGURE 2.** Left: Squared masses of two positively charged particles measured in coincidence in the $pp \rightarrow A^+B^+X$ reaction [20]. Right: Squared masses of two positively charged particles measured in coincidence in the $dp \rightarrow A^+B^+X$ reaction [21].

The knowledge of the momenta of both protons, for example in the $pp \rightarrow ppX$ reaction, before and after the reaction allows to calculate the mass of an unobserved particle or system of particles created in the reaction. An unobserved meson is identified via the missing mass technique. Figure 3 demonstrates the achieved missing mass resolution for the $pp \rightarrow ppX$ reaction measured close to the $\eta'$ meson production threshold, at the COSY-11 detection system, when using a stochastically cooled beam [19]. It is worth noting that the experimental mass resolution is comparable with the natural width of the $\eta'$ meson ($\Gamma_{\eta'} = 0.202$ MeV [22]).
FIGURE 3. Missing mass distribution for the $pp \rightarrow ppX$ reaction measured close to the $\eta'$ meson production threshold [23]
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